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Welcome to the newest edition of the PRH Australia
e-Newsletter. In this edition we are focusing on the R in
PRH… Personality & Human Relationships….. We
humans are meant for relationships. When we are in
respectful, loving and enriching relationships, we thrive.
As usual, here we share some of the rich contributions
received from the PRH community, all about
relationships!
Maud for the e-Newsletter team Zofia, Maud and Debbie
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Relationship with a loved one
Kathy shares the amazing richness that can be awakened in us in a positive relationship with a beloved partner.
“My underlying motivation is that I want what is constructive for us both individually and as a couple” Kathie.

Our Harmonious
Interactions
Let’s
get Creative

I ask myself:

“What goes well with my husband?”

Debbie Bishop

My “I” has
intentions, my body
co-operates

Value of Being—
a prompting to be
“present” to the other

MY SENSATION IS

Determination

“ALIVE” IN ME
Humility to hear &
accept the truth,
even if not comfy

(Sensibility is active)

Faith in the strength of our
relationship - a feeling of
strength, solidity & serenity
(life-giving relationship)

I am in touch with
my own sense of
solidity (Being)

Motivated to sit
down; to do the
work of analysis

Open to inner reality

Taste for truth
Taste for truth
nner reality

I feel connected to my
deep conscience to
make good decisions

Loving and Being Loved (Four day workshop)
Objective:
To understand your way of loving and being loved in your life.
Content:
• Looking at the needs underlying your loving relationships:
- the aspiration to love, and the need to be loved.
• Exploring essential components of love:
- being present to the other;
- experiencing a sense of wonder at what you discover;
- respecting the other’s freedom.
• Identifying how to grow in loving and being loved.
areas for action and attitudes to cultivate.
Dates: Fri Sept 6 - Mon Sept 9, 2019 Time: 9am - 5pm Venue: Melbourne Cost: $565 ($485 concession)
Register by: Friday August 23, 2019 Click for more information: https://www.prhaustralia.com/relationships
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Relationship with our Deep Conscience
When we listen to our deep conscience and act form it, we are relating deeply with ourselves. We are who we are
meant to be. This is why exercising our ability to make the right decisions for ourselves, in line with our deep
conscience, is so important. Here Mark and Maria share how they feel when making a good decision… powerful stuff!
When I make a good decision, I feel… relief and satisfaction and a sense of
taking back control.
It’s like a weight has been lifted off myself and it gives me a chance to refocus
and stay focused in many aspects of my life and certainly makes me a stronger
person internally and I appreciate myself for who I am, regardless of others and
their thoughts, in fact, a feeling of pride in myself and a sense of forgiveness.
- Mark
When I make a good decision, I feel… a real sense of being true to myself.
It is courageous. I feel in control. There is a drive to better myself and not let
other people control me or put me down. It is also a sense of surviving. If I don’t
do it, I am really unsure of the outcome.
I have belief in myself that I deserve better, that I am worthy of better. It takes
determination and strength to make the change. (I can see this is all growth)
- Maria
********************************************************************

Making decisions – using the image of the hand

by Lia Commadeur

The Little finger represents the Sensibility – “Can I deal emotionally with the decision and its consequences? Does is
give me peace and contentment, and leave me calm and confident?”
The Ring finger represents the Body – “Have I got the physical capability and
energy to carry this out?” (The Romans believed that the vein in the ring finger
on the left hand ran directly to one's heart.)
The Middle finger represents the Being – “Am I being my true self? Is this who I
really am or who I want to be?”
The Index finger represents the ‘I’ and points to the head – “Am I taking all the
facts and people involved into consideration? What are the options and
consequences?”
The Thumb represents the Deep Conscience – “Does my inner compass point to
what is right, good, wholesome and true, and give meaning to my life?’
If the pivotal centres are basically in agreement, the Deep Conscience gives the
‘Thumbs Up’.
*****************************************************************************

The Challenge of Choosing Well
Individual online workshop (Three sessions 11/2 hours each)
 Become aware of how you react when making a decision.
 Explore how deciding well brings you more freedom
 Integrate the book: “The Art of Making Informed Decisions” https://www.prhaustralia.com/publications
Contact Zofia to get more information: zofia@prheducation.com Mob: 0404 995 784
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Relationships in a Life-Giving Community
Relating with like-minded people who share the same values as us is incredibly life-giving.
On June 1, fifteen of us, who call ourselves Friends of
PRH, came together to meet as a PRH Australia
Community – nine of us were in Melbourne and six of
us were online from different parts of Australia.

We shared what we felt we wanted from being part of
the PRH Australia Community - what would fill us with
life as well as how we can contribute to PRH
Australia......

 Setting up sub-committees in our specific areas of interest e.g. two of our group are interested in exploring
the connection between song-writing and the PRH process.
 Identifying the needs and difficulties of family and those close to us and finding the best ways of
communicating how PRH could help them in these areas.
 Creating a sense of belonging by working on a project together e.g. Analysing the data of a PRH Survey.
 Being involved in creating short modules for a particular group online or in person.
 Engaging in an evolving conversation that communicates the discourse that “It is normal to grow”.
 Getting external support by canvassing community leaders for funding to support PRH Outreach.
 Researching the psychological basis of the PRH method to communicate with various organisations involved
in personal growth approaches.
We came away from our meeting filled with energy and enthusiasm and a deep sense of being connected.
**************************************************************************************************

Who Am I? Four day workshop
Developing a positive relationship with myself
Do you want to know yourself better, to identify your inner resources and
to connect with what is most meaningful for you?
This workshop helps you gain greater strength and self-esteem.
You will discover a framework to understand how you function and identify
how to continue to progress in your life.
Dates: Sept. 27 - 30, 2019
Time: 9am - 5pm
Cost: $565 ($485 concession)
Venue: Mt. Waverley, VIC
Register by: Friday Sept. 13, 2019

Click here for more information: https://www.prhaustralia.com/self-knowledge-and-growth
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Helping Relationships
Paula Evitts, a retired PRH Educator, from Montana, USA continues to help
people. Here she describes her experience of helping people who are dying.
In the course of my work as a member of a parish team I spent many hours with
the dying.
When I lived in Seattle for 15 years I had many times sitting with the dying... one
of my dear friends, Susan B had a long battle with breast cancer. Just this week I
found her last note to me in a book on my shelf "Thanks for the prayer and
advice- both are wonderful." Susan had a deep spirituality and was not afraid of
dying... I saw her the day she died and before leaving her I whispered in her ear
"safe travels dear Susan".
A friend in Great Falls Montana, Judy's husband Waven, was dying of many illnesses at age 80. Often I would spare
Judy so she could go out and do some crafts for a couple of hours with friends. Judy left us movies to watch to pass
the time. We never watched the movies. Waven said "Let’s sit at the kitchen table and talk" so for 2 hours he would
tell me things that he felt he could not say to Judy.
He cried with me over leaving her, he told me of his love for his farming days, raising sheep, being with the ewes
and their lambs, growing crops from his fertile ground. I felt he was a poet deep inside... his words were full of
colour, sound, and texture. I felt blessed to have nearly a year with Waven one evening a week. He was funny too.
Some nights at the kitchen table he would tell jokes which I can no longer remember. I enjoyed being with him as he
laughed.
**********************************************************************************************

One-to-One Counselling
If you want to work through a specific problem, difficulties in
a relationship, a decision that is worrying you, or making the
right decision; or if you are feeling stuck, upset or
overwhelmed, spending time in a one-to-one helping
relationship can be very beneficial.
Zofia Di Stefano has had many years experience as an
accompanist in the PRH Helping Relationship and is available
for private sessions.
These interviews can help you to see more clearly, to change
your way of looking at your problems, to discover better
ways to live, to grow and to discover more of your strengths
and potential and to become more positive about yourself
and your life.
Time: Each consultation is an hour in length. Cost: $90 ($70 concession)
Call (03) 9807 8351 or 0404 995 784 for an appointment.
(Appointments can be face to face, via the phone or online)
Email: zofia@prhaustralia.com or visit https://www.prhaustralia.com/
https://www.prhaustralia.com/counselling
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Let’s Get Creative: My Relationship with my Creativity
Debbie Bishop
Life-giving relationships are not only with other people. Debbie traces her relationship with her creativity and how
that changed as her Being was more involved.
The earliest creating that I remember doing was knitting. A cousin taught me when I was 8 years old and I knitted
earnestly for the next couple of decades. Although I was creating I didn’t necessarily feel creative. I might have
played with colours for a striped scarf, for example, but generally I was following someone else’s pattern so I felt I
was just following the instructions. So my Being wasn’t very involved in the knitting
In 2001 I started scrapbooking: I had fun taking the photos, decorating pages,
coming up with titles etc. Scrapbooking suited me as it could be as simple or
elaborate as I wanted. And there was the added purpose of documenting:
stories, events, a normal day or week….
Around 2012, I started having the urge to create a “What is art?” scrapbook
album, I didn’t know why but as the urge was strong I eventually followed it.
Over the next few years the album grew, it included pages on: designed gardens;
graffiti that I titled “Art with a message”; cool door handles in the shape of
forearms and hands; the gorgeous dragon from the Chinese museum;
repurposed petrol pumps; sand sculptures; and “God’s art”: the beauty of
nature. I remember looking at tattoo magazines at
the time and admiring some of the gorgeous
designs, but none of them seem to have made it to
my album, as I flip through it today.
It took me a number of years to realise this Urge
that I’d had was from my Being.
My Being wanted me to learn:
* art is not just what you find in museums and art
galleries
* art and creativity come in many, many forms and
can be found in many places
* most importantly, even though my creations are not in museums and galleries I AM
creative and it is worth creating (again for many, many
reasons!), if just for me.
Just recently my Being got involved in a project I am doing ….
I was given the task of making a list of positive affirmations
about myself, and reading it morning and night. Two weeks
later I had got nowhere. I had thought about it a number of
times, but got no further than that. I find it easy to make
blanket negative statements about myself, like “I am lazy” or
“I am a poor housekeeper”; but when it comes to positive
statements I feel obliged to qualify them by saying something
like “I am loving, …. sometimes” or “I can be loving, when I am
not too cranky…”
After two weeks of doing nothing I gave myself a good shake and said “I am going to do
this: My way!” I used a little notebook and these pictures (to the right) are the result.
I love it. It is messy in places, imperfect, but perfect for what I need. I am so glad I
listen to my Being much sooner these days, it is now very much an important part of
my creativity.
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